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Dear Parents and Carers,  

Welcome to our final week of remote learning! What a journey it has been. It has been wonderful to 
see our community working together. We cannot wait to have our students physically back in the 
classroom. 
 
We have been very busy preparing for the return of our students and there will be more information 
sent out on Flexibuzz this week in regards to returning to school procedures. Please make sure you are 
checking Flexibuzz throughout the week.  
 
This week, we’d like you to start talking to your child about returning to school. There will be a wide 
range of emotions, from happiness, to fear, to excitement, to nervousness. The more you chat to your 
kids and prepare them for the fact that school won’t be completely back to normal, the better prepared 
they will be.  
 
The plan for coming back to school will be communicated clearly this week. You will receive: 

- A Flexibuzz outlining drop off and pick up procedures. 
- A Flexibuzz outlining what to bring on the first day back. 
- A video on Seesaw for the students explaining the drop off procedures, what to bring and what 

to expect.  
 
 
Specialist 
Just a reminder that there will be no new specialist classes this week as the teachers are back at school 
teaching the Foundation – Year 2 students. Please feel free to go over previous lessons that you may 
have missed. They are a lot of fun!  
 
 

Kind regards, 

The 3/4 Team, 

Miss Bowman, Mr. Buultjens, Mrs. Bell, Mrs. Matheou, Mr. Seymour and Miss Pearce.  

 
 

Term 2, Week 8, 2020 

This week in Reading there is one important assessment task. Please read the 

Reading section of this newsletter for further information. 



  

Lesson Snap Shot 

Each week we will provide a quick summary about what your children will be learning. We will also attach 
separate files which will include a more detailed lesson plan for Reading, Writing and Maths as well as any 
attachments required.  

 

Reading 

During Reading this week Mr Buultjens will be continuing to read, The Tale of Desperaux by Kate Di 
Camillo.  

On Monday there will be a reading comprehension assessment task posted on Seesaw. Students will need 
to read the text and then answer the questions. Please complete by the end of the week and send 
through answers on Seesaw. 

Students will be focusing on the following to build comprehension: 

- using our comprehension skills to answer questions about a text; 

- making an interpretation about a character’s feelings and desires; 

- choosing my words thoughtfully and precisely to describe a character; 

and 

- reading a ‘just right’ book from the Library section of Reading Eggs. 

 

Students will be required to do the set activity as well as spend 20-30 minutes of independent reading.  

 

Writing 

During Writing this week Mrs. Matheou will 

be teaching the students a few different skills 

in relation to procedural texts. 

Students will be focusing on the following: 

- writing my diary entry like I am talking 

to someone; 

- writing a procedural text; 

- planting a ‘seed’ in their Writer’s Note 

Book; 

and 

- writing a free choice writing piece. 

Students are expected to write for at least 30 

minutes a day.  

 

Maths 

For the remaining two lessons Mr Seymour will be 
teaching students about measurement: 

Students will be focusing on the following: 

- measuring using informal units; 
- understanding 30cm rulers; 
- finding objects that are a certain length; 
- recognising and using metres; 

and 
- completing tasks on Matific. 

If your child is finding these activities either too 
easy or too hard you can keep the units on 
measurement informal or you can extend to 
calculating the perimeter or area of items.  


